Abstract. This paper will provide an account for the existence of pairs of deverbal nominals with -age and -ée giving rise to event readings. We first study the argument structure of the bases and of the derived nominals, and establish the general tendencies. We further examine the Aktionsart of the nominalizations and of the verbal bases. We conclude that these levels of investigation are not sufficient to determine the proper contribution of the two nominalization patterns and further demonstrate that the relevant contribution they make is at the level of grammatical aspect. We therefore propose that -age introduces the imperfective viewpoint, whereas -ée introduces the perfective viewpoint.
Introduction
In this paper, we will study French deverbal nouns with -age and -ée which are derived from the same verbal base -a case of nominalization rivalry ignored in the literature. Based on a corpus of event nominal pairs derived from 29 verbal bases (which we selected from the TLFi dictionary and completed with web occurrences), we will provide an account of the existence of such pairs in the language. Two questions immediately arise in light of such cases:
-Is there any linguistic reason for the existence of these pairs? -Do these nominalizations have a distinctive contribution?
Looking at the interplay between event structure, Aktionsart and grammatical aspect, we will try to sketch an answer to these general questions, and propose that the nominalizations under consideration contribute different grammatical aspect values. . We also thank Fiammetta Namer from the Nancy II University for having provided the corpus, and Dana Cohen for having proofread the manuscript.
Argument Structure of the Verbal Bases

All Verbal Bases Selected
We begin by examining two existing hypotheses: (a) the suffix -age selects transitive verbal bases (Dubois-Charlier (1999)), and (b) only unaccusative verbs allow -ée nominalization (Ruwet (1988) ). Examination of the argument structure type of the bases leads us to conclude that there is no clear specialization of the two nominalizations: both can combine with transitive, unaccusative and unergative bases (cf. Legendre (1989) for unaccusativity tests in French). However, some trends and regularities are visible. The transitive base is the primary type selected by both processes that construct N-age and N-ée pairs:
(1) couler du bronze'to cast bronze', couler une cloche, 'to cast a bell' le coulage / la coulée du bronze/ d'une cloche 'the casting of bronze/a bell' However, nominalizations with both -age and -ée also select unergative bases (2) and unaccusatives (3).
(2) CHEVAUCHER 'aller à cheval' 'to ride' la chevauchée hebdomadaire 'the weekly ride' / le chevauchage sous un soleil éclatant 'the riding under a blazing sun' (3) ARRIVER 'to arrive' l'arrivage / l'arrivée de la marchandise, "the arriving"/ the arrival of the merchandise
General Preferences
When selected by only one of the two nominalizations, there is a general preference for certain bases: -age shows a tendency to select transitive bases (4) while unaccusatives are selected by -ée (5).
(4) tourner le film 'to shoot the film' le tournage du film / *la tournée du film 'the shooting of the film' (5) le fascisme monte en Europe 'fascism grows in Europe' la montée du fascisme/*le montage du fascisme 'the growth of fascism'
On the one hand, the data confirm the arguments of Martin (2008) (that nominalization with -age is not limited to transitive bases) and of Legendre (1989) (that -ée nouns are not a valid test for unaccusativity). On the other hand, this result determines the argument structure of the verbal bases selected by the two nominalizations.
Proposal: Highlighting of Causation
Transitive Bases
Nominalization with -age highlights the proto-agent property (cf. Dowty (1991)) of the external argument of the verb (cf. Kelling (2001) and Martin (2008) for an earlier analysis). Our analysis is supported by the different meanings associated with N-age and N-ée derived from the same transitive verb base (6a) and by neologisms (6b). Nominalization with -age underlines the causative sense while with -ée it highlights the resultative sense.
